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PSYCHOLOGY
By Ralph H. Kolstoe, Ph.D.

A HISTORY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY

by

Ralph H . Ko ls toe, Ph.D.
Professor of Psychology
INTRODUCTION

Thirty-eight years after the founding of the University, the Department of
Psychology came into being . While the title has remained unchanged from its first
use in 1921 to the present , the activities covered by that title have
changed dramatically in the past 62 years . There are many different ways to
describe the changes, but perhaps the simpliest summary can be made by
examining the number of faculty within Psychology, beginning with the founding
of the University in 1883. This is shown graphically in Figure 1 .
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An examination of Figure 1 shows four distinct periods : (1) the prehistory
from 1883 to the appointment of the first professionally educated psychologist in
1912; (2) a period of no growth from 1912 until 1954; (3) the growth years
from 1954 through 1973; and ( 4) a second period of no growth from 1973 to the
present.
Three elements are necessary to understand the development of psychology at
the University of North Dakota during the first century . Two of these were
given prominence by E. G. Boring in his History of Experimental Psychology
(1st and 2nd editions); ". . . The history of experimental psychology seems to
me to have been so intensely personal. Men have mattered much." " . . . To
speak of the role of the Zeitgeist and of great men in determining science
. . . are . . . but overse and reverse of every historical process." The third
element necessary to understand the development of psychology at the University of North Dakota is geographic location. Elwyn B. Robinson in his epic
History of North Dakota states that there are two keys to understanding the
history of North Dakota and then states : "Of the two keys, location is more
important. . . . " The three factors about which this history of the Department
of Psychology revolve are:
1.

The Zeitgeist in psychology both nationally and internationally.

2.

The geographic location in the northern Great Plains.

3.

The specific people who came (and left) the department, some leaving
an indelible mark, others only their name .
PRE-HISTORY
(1883-1912)

Ebbinghaus remarked that psychology had a short history with a long past.
Not true at the University of North Dakota. Two-thirds of the first century of
the University has included psychology as a formal administrative entity . But
the first one-third also included psychology from the earliest beginnings.
In 1883, Wundt's Professorship and Laboratory at Leipzig were only four years
old. William James' Principles of Psychology would not appear for seven years .
It is not surprising that psychology as an independent title did not appear in
the first y_ears of the University, but the content did . The catalog for 1886-87
(the second year of instruction at UND) lists "Mental and Moral Science" as a
requirement in the Arts curriculum .and "Psychology and Ethics" as a requirement in the Science curriculum. This was the year that Professor Woodworth
joined the faculty as Professor of Mathematics, Physics and Astronomy, and
principal of the Normal School.
By 1889, Woodworth's title had been changed to Professor of Mental and Moral
Science and History, and George B . Hodge had become principal of the Normal
and Preparatory Department. With the split of Woodworth's duties came a split
in the offerings of psychology--a split which reflects what was happening within
psychology throughout the United States: some psychology in teacher preparation and some psychology in the liberal arts, usually housed in a Department of
Philosophy. The normal course listed "Pedagogy" as a course with a subsection
entitled "Elementary Principles of Psychology." Two years later psychology was
listed as a subsection in the Department of Mental and Moral Science .
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In 1892, Joseph Kennedy joined the faculty as Professor of Pedagogy and
principal of the Preparatory Department .
These two men, Woodworth and
Kennedy, divided the instruction of psychology , with Woodworth gradually
withdrawing and Kennedy moving toward more involvement in psychology.
Woodworth had been educated to be a Congregational clergyman and Kennedy
held the B. S. degree in pedagogy from the University of Minnesota . (He would
later go back to Minnesota for the M. S. degree, also in pedagogy .) Apparently
these two pioneers complemented each other well for the instruction in psychology seemed to grow under various titles , and seemed to move back and
forth among departments for some years. For example·, the 1892 catalog listed a
"new" course, "Psychology and Ethics ." However , in 1895 the title disappears
from the catalog, only to reappear in 1897 as a subsection of a philosophy
course . At the same time (1897) psychology appears in the first term of tl"le
pedagogy course under the title of Educational Psychology and was taught by
Professor Kennedy.
The 1900-1901 catalog is the first to see a relatively extensive use of the word
psychology. Several new courses were offered including one called Physiological Psychology . It would appear that psychology was split among three groups :
History and Philosophy (with Woodworth as the professor); Logic, Psychology
and Pedagogy (with Kennedy as the professor) and the normal department, but
in fact it remained Woodworth and Kennedy who taught the courses.
The turn of
"spiritualist"
psychology .
Psychological

the century saw psychologists fighting to divorce themselves from
and "mentalist" labels and to emphasize a scientific approach to
Joseph Kennedy introduced a course in 1901 under the title
Problems with the content described as follows :

This term is devoted to study and discussion of the modern Occult,
problems of psychical research, mental telegraphy, dreams, etc.
Jastrow's Fact and Fable is used, supplemented by outside readings .
This course was required for graduation by all students in the University! ! ! ! !
Psychology under the various titles and departments was required by all
students until 1905 when an elective system appeared and philosophy (which
included psychology) was one of the three electives.
The unity of psychology appeared temporarily in 1902 when philosophy and
education became a single department with Kennedy as the professor. (In 1904,
Kennedy was appointed Dean of the College of Education). During the four
years from 1902-1906, all psychology was joined in the one department and with
one instructor--Dean Kennedy.
But this unity was disolved in 1906 when
Professor Ladd joined the faculty as Professor of History of Education and
Educational Psychology . Ladd taught educational psychology and two new
courses : Child Study and Adolescence. Other psychology continued to be
offered by the Department of Philosophy under Dean Kennedy.
Nationally and internationally, the turn of the century brought increased
interest in "new" areas in psychology . Interest in comparative psychology was
heightened by the work of Pavlov and Thorndike. Washburn was involved in
her work on animal consciousness and the use of animals as legitimate laboratory
subjects was becoming recognized in psychology. The work of various individuals, and especially Freud, was increasing interest in abnormal psychology .
At UND, Kennedy introduced a single course entitled comparative and abnormal
3

psychology.
The year was 1907 and during the same year, psychology was
both expanded and splintered with the introduction of a course in social
psychology taught by Professor Gillette in the Department of Sociology .
By the time McVey became president , psychology was firmly established but
scattered in three units of the University. Two of these units, however, were
under the supervision of Dean Kennedy .
According to Louis Geiger's
University of the Northern Plains , President McVey insisted on hiring faculty
with more specialized professional preparation than had been true in past years.
Three years after Mc Vey assumed the presidency, John Wilhoff Todd was hired
as instructor in psychology . Todd was the first Ph .D . in psychology to join
the faculty and the first individual to have the term "psychology" as part of
his academic title. (1) The arrival of Todd marked the end of the "pre-history"
of psychology at UND and marked the beginning of psychology as a separate
formal discipline.
THE EARLY YEARS
(1912-1932)
By 1912, the dominant theme in American Psychology was functionalism and with
this the great emphasis on the application of principles of psychology to a
variety of situations. Binet had published his scales for the measurement of
intelligence and at Teacher's College of Columbia University , E . L. Thorndike
had established himself and that instit.ution as the premier center for the
application of psychology to teaching and the preparation of teachers. The
state of North Dakota was not yet 25 years old and still much in the frontier
spirit of pragmatism with respect to its institutions--the needs of the state had
high priority .
Todd was the ideal choice for the position as first psychologist at UND. His
B . A. and M.A. degrees were from the University of Indiana, and his Ph .D .
was with Thorndike at Columbia . The catalog of the next year reflects Todd's
arrival . The department of philosophy was renamed the department of philosophy and psychology--the first use of the word "psychology" in the title of a
department. That same catalog shows two faculty members: Kennedy as Professor and Todd as Assistant Professor of Psychology . Three new courses were
added :
"Experimental Psychology" (6 credits), "Psychology of Religion" (2
credits), and "Psychology" (Psychotherapy) (3 credits). All three new courses
were taught by Todd. Todd also taught the course in educational psychology
but it still was listed under the department of education .
In addition to new curriculum , Todd also addressed himself to the application of
psychology to social problems and began a psychology/educational service to the
area. This service was a forerunner of the current Bureau of Educational
Research of the Center for Teaching and Learning and the Psychological
Services Center of the department of psychology . One of Todd's innovations
remains today--the course in Psychology of Religion taught by the Department
of Religious Studies . The course in e xperimental psychology brought "brass
instrument psychology" to UND and there has continued to be at least one
laboratory course offered since that time .
(l)A list of all faculty who have held full-time appointments in the Department
of Psychology is given in Appendix A.
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During the 1915-16 academic year, Todd, on one-year leave of absence, was
replaced by John E. Winter. Winter held the A. B . degree from Hope College
and the M. A . from the University of Michigan. His rank was that of assistant
professor of psychology. In 1917 Todd dropped the course in psychotherapy
and reintroduced physiological psychology (it had been taught one year only in
1900-01) . He included a laboratory as a part of the course.
The first major involving psychology was a composite with philosophy
became available in 1918 .
This major required 24 credits and a minor
available for 16 credits. A composite major of philosophy and psychology
been in effect for 65 years and continues today as a joint offering of the
departments .

and
was
has
two

In the next year, two important developments occurred: 1) the first graduate
course in psychology was offered--an 8-credit course entitled Advanced
Psychology , and taught by Todd; 2) Todd was cross-listed as Associate
Professor of Educational Psychology as well as Associate Professor of Philosophy
and Psychology . This would indicate that the splitting of psychology was · more
on paper than real.
Both Todd and Kennedy were deeply involved with
psychology whether it was listed in Philosophy and Psychology or in Education .
Only social psychology remained separate and distinct in the Department of
Sociology .
Todd illustrates the impact specific individuals can have by being in a particular place under the particular set of conditions . The period prior to and
during World War I was one of boom, prosperity , and high expectations in
North Dakota. With McVey as president and his concern for professionally
qualified faculty members, with both Woodworth and Kennedy intimately involved
in teacher preparation, Todd became the right person in the right place at the
right time. He brought professional preparation (the Ph.D . from Columbia).
He brought the concern for the application of psychology in areas of teacher
preparation and in abnormality, but his training was also in the traditions of
academic psychology. He established a laboratory and set the tone for psychology as an academic discipline , but he also established a clinic and set the
tone for psychology as a service to the surrounding society.
With Todd's departure in 1920 the University hired a very senior man as his
replacement . Henry Judson Humps tone received the B . A . and M . A. degrees
from the University of Rochester and the Ph.D. from the University of
Pennsylvania where he had studied with Singer. Humpstone had spent several
years working in an institution for deaf individuals , and he brought to the
University not only great erudition, but also great interest and concern for
psychology applied in the area of the disadvantaged individuals : the blind, the
deaf and the mentally retarded . At this time , the title of the department was
transposed to the Department of Psychology and Philosophy and the course in
child development was transferred from Education .
During Humpstone's first year at the University, many changes were made.
Perhaps the most striking was the emergency of psychology as a separate
department. A course in business psychology was introduced . The course in
educational psychology was taught by Humpstone and was listed both in
Education and the new Department of Psychology.
The course in abnormal·
psychology remained in Philosophy with Dean Kennedy and Social Psychology
remained in Sociology .
5

While the first graduate course had been established by Todd, the first
graduate degrees were granted under Humps tone with three students, Alice M .
Austin , Thelma E. Bonnette , and Lawrence W. Murphy, receiving the M.A . in
Psychology in June of 1923. (2)
The year 1923 also saw the doubling of the number of faculty with the addition
of Theodore Karowski as an instructor in psychology. Karowski held the B . Ph.
from the University of Chicago, an M. A . from Columbia and a second M. A. from
Harvard . He remained only two years and was replaced by Lewis Anderson,
B.A., M . A ., and Ph .D. all from the University of Wisconsin. With the advent
of Anderson , the Department of Psychology had two Ph . D . trained individuals ,
had a full listing of courses ; however, abnormal psychology remained with
Kennedy in Philosophy and social psychology in Sociology .
The period of the 1920s saw a remarkable growth in psychology throughout the
United States fired in part by the success of the testing movement during World
War I, and the subsequent adoption of variations of the Army Alpha and Beta
test in industry and on college and university campuses. A second factor in
this growth was the combination of functionalism and its off-shoot, behaviorism ,
with their pragmatic and applied thrust into such fields as education and
industry.
This movement of the 1920s in the United States was felt at the University of
North Dakota with such things as the beginning of the graduate program in
Psychology . But a larger push began in 1927 with the arrival of a specific
person , Joseph Valentin.e Breitwieser. Breitwieser had taken his Ph.D. in
psychology under Cattell at Columbia University and prior to joining the faculty
at UND, was Professor of Educational Psychology at the University of California
(Berkeley) .
Breitwieser came wearing three hats: Dean of the College of Education replacing Dean Kennedy , first Dean of the Graduate School, and Director of the
Summer Session .
Upon his arrival in 1927, Breitwieser began expanding
graduate work into the Ph . D . As one might expect , major thrusts were in the
areas of education and his own discipline , psychology .
With the resignation of Anderson at the end of the 1928-29 academic year, the
University hired a psychologist whose name looms large in the history of the
department, Charles Witt Telford . Telford received the B . A . and M . A. from
the University of Idaho and the Ph .D . in psychology from an institution
oriented toward education, George Peabody College for Teachers in Nashville ,
Tennessee. Breitwieser and Telford were to be the dominate influences in
psychology at the University of North Dakota for at least a quarter of a
century .
Shortly after Breitwieser's arrival , he came in contact with a number of individuals within North Dakota and suggested that they consider the University as
a place to study for the Ph .D . in Education or in a combination of Education
and Psychology. The first modern Ph . D. was granted by the University in the
field of Education. Doctoral degrees in psychology were not far behind.
(2)A list of all recipients of master's degrees in psychology can be found in
Appendix B .
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AlJ doctorates in psychology up to 1957 included some involvement with
Education . In the early 1960s this writer attempted to sort out the early
history of the department and its graduates . A list of possible psychology
degree holders of the 1930s and early 1940s was developed by including any
Ph.D . candidate who had at least two of the three psychologists (Breitwieser,
Humps tone and Telford) on their committee. That list was sent to Professor
Telford . at San Jose State University and he was asked to identify each as to
one of four categories using modern (1960) definitions:
1) Education, 2)
Educational Psychology , 3) Psychology and 4) don't know . This writer had
decided to include alJ those in the categories Educational Psychology and
Psychology as having received their Ph . D. through Psychology rather than
Education . Based upon Professor Telford's recollections, the first Ph . D . in
Educational Psychology was granted to Sorn Olaf Kolstoe in 1931 . The first
Ph.D . in Psychology was granted to William Ferdinand Bublitz in 1934 . S. 0 .
Kolstoe was a faculty member at the State Teachers' College in Valley City,
North Dakota.
William Bublitz was a faculty member at the State Teachers'
College in Minot, North Dakota . (3) The early part of the list of doctoral
graduates in Appendix C is based on Telford's recollections .
The entire program in psychology was developing well under Breitwieser ,
Humps tone and Telford when outside factors intervened--the Great Depression.
THE SURVIVAL YEARS
(1932-1954)
The first impact of the Depression on the Department of Psychology was upon
Professor Humpstone. He was granted a leave of absence (without stipend) for
the 1932-33 academic year but he did not return thereafter. Humpstone remained in Grand Forks until his death in the mid-1950s . His retirement and
non-replacement reduced the staff of the department from two (Humpstone and
Telford) to just one (Telford). During the period 1932 through 1943 , Dean
Breitwieser's name was listed under the Department of Psychology but he
remained in his primary duties of Dean of the College of Education, Dean of the
Graduate School and Director of the Summer Session . During these Depression
years , Dean Breitwieser did teach the undergraduate course in educational
psychology and a graduate course "Psychological Foundations of Education . "
In 1936 , Conrad Kjerstad, Ph .D. in psychology from the University of Chicago,
joined the faculty as Professor of Philosophy (also listed as Professor of
Psychology from 1936 through 1943). Professor Kjerstad , from his arrival at
the University until his retirement in 1954, taught a course entitled, "Character
and Personality" , which was double-listed between the Department of Philosophy
and the Department of Psychology ; however, his primary responsibilities were
in Philosophy.
The department did not grow back to two full-time faculty members until 1939,
when Hermann Frederick Buege! completed his Ph .D . with Telford and was
h ired on the faculty as an Assistant Professor of Psychology. The recovery
brought about by the addition of a second full-time faculty was stopped
abruptly by the entry of the United States into World War II. Buege! soon
found himself teaching algebra to Army personnel!!!
(3)A list of all recipients of doctoral degrees in psychology can be found in
Appendix C .
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The end of World War II and the return of students should have been a ripe
time for the further development of the Department of Psychology. Unfortunately the end of the war also saw the departure of Telford . His tenure of
18 years came to an end in 1947 when he accepted the position as chairman of
the Department of Psychology at Utah State University. He later moved to San
Jose State College in California where he completed his academic career.
Charles Telford's influence on the Department of Psychology would remain until
at least the end of · the decade of the 1950s. He had been clearly the right
person at the right time at the University of North Dakota. His rural and
frontier background (Idaho), his interest in applying psychology to problems of
education and his expertise in that area (Peabody Ph . D . ), coupled with a
personality which allowed him to interact well with all parts of the University,
made him an irreplaceable person . The interlocking relationship between Education and Psychology has never been stronger than in the 14 years that
Telford held administrative responsibility for the Department of Psychology
(acting head 1932-34 ; head 1935-47).
It would be a decade before some
stability would return to the Department of Psychology and while relationships
with Education remained cordial, they never attained the closeness of the
Telford years.
The impact of the Graduate program upon higher education in North Dakota
during the Telford years was marked . Eight Ph.D. s were granted and seven of
those eight taught psychology (and usually some education) at North Dakota
colleges; S . 0. Kolstoe at Valley City State College--1931; Bublitz at Minot
State College--1934; Cleveland at Mayville State College--1934; Buege! at the
University of North Dakota--1938 ; Swensen at Bismarck Junior College--1939;
Estensen at North Dakota State University--1943; and Sweetland at Valley City
State College--1947 . Only McDougal--1934 did not teach in a North Dakota
college.
The new head, Clifford E. Scott , held graduate degrees in two areas of applied
psychology (Master's degree from Ohio State in clinical psychology and the
Ph.D. from Purdue in industrial psychology). In addition, Scott had applied
experience in both of these areas prior to coming to North Dakota. He returned to full-time industrial work in 1950.
One minor change occurred during the time Scott was head of the department.
Archie L. Gray, who held the Ph.D. in school administration with a minor in
educational psychology from the University of Minnesota, was hired beginning
with the second semester of the 1949-50 year. Gray was budgeted within the
Department of Education but h eld rank in both Education and Psychology until
his retirement . _Gray maintained instructional responsibility for the educational
psychology for only a few years when it was returned to the Department of
Psychology and was taught by Buege! until his retirement.
Woodworth Hall was destroyed by fire in February of 1949 and the Department
of Psychology (as well as the other departments of the College of Education)
lost its longtime home. Fortunately Buege! was able to save much of the equipment of the department by throwing the items out of the window into the
snowbanks below . One item which was saved by Buege! was the old green
Freiden Calculator which remains within the department to the present time.
(Fortunately it has been retired/replaced by modern high speed computers).
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The fire had one direct impact on the graduate students who did research with
Buege!. Each student was required , at the end of each day, to make copies of
data collected that day. The original remained at the department, one copy was
taken to the student's home and the second copy was given to Buegel who took
it to his home. No research results were to be destroyed by another fire!
A third severe blow to the department occurred one year later:
Dean
Breitwieser was killed in an airplane crash in Minneapolis (February 1950) .
The Department of Psychology had lost one of its staunchest supporters, a
short three years after Telford's resignation and at a transition time when Scott
was leaving but before the new head could arrive.
Dean Breitwieser's impact on the department was powerful but mostly indirect.
While he did carry rank for eleven years (1932-43), taught the undergraduate
educational psychology course during the Depression and war years and supervised three doctoral dissertations, his main contributions had to do with the
indirect support during the stresses of the 1930s and 1940s . One of his
accomplishments was with the library acquisitions during this period. The
University library contains such rare items as the original Thurston and Chave
monograph on attitude measurement; the entire publication series of the Department of Psychology of the University of California (Berkeley) which includes
the classic studies on latent learning by Tolman and his students. Breitwieser
had done well in helping the department survive and be ready for better days
if and when they should occur. But Breitweiser was always the optimist. He
never doubted that the department would move forward. Unfortunately his own
death held back that progress for several years.
The early 1950s were a time of rapid change and high faculty turnover.
Daniel G. Dittmer became the fifth head of the department in the fall of 1950.
His B . A. and Ph.D . were from the University of Wisconsin and the M.A. from
the University of California (Berkeley).
His emphasis was on counseling
psychology and its application to the public schools but he remained only two
years . With Dittrner's departure, Hermann Buege! was named acting head of the
department for the next two years until the new president of the University
and the new Dean of the College of Education could decide what the directions
should be for the Department of Psychology.
THE GROWTH YEARS
(1954-1973)
The year 1954 was one of newness for the university and for the Department of
Psychology. The new president, George W. Starcher, arrived ; the new Dean of
the College of Education, Martelle Cushman arrived, and the new Head of the
Department of Psychology, Hermann Buege!, was appointed . The department
moved into its new space on the second floor of the new Education Building. ( 4)
(4)Psychology had been housed in Woodworth Hall from 1912 until the fire of
1949 . In the fall of 1949, the new Medical School building had been completed
and psychology took over the second floor of Old Science in the space formerly
occupied by the Department of Anatomy . One relic of the Anatomy era was a
sheep's brain in formeldehyde--an object viewed with varying degrees of
interest by the graduate students in psychology.
9

The new quarters were both a delight and a curse . The offices (planned for
three faculty) , the classrooms, and the lecture hall were excellent. Little did
anyone involved in the planning of the building realize that psychology would
grow as large, with as much diversity, and as quickly, as it did. The administration of the university was not sympathetic to the "space problems" of
psychology when the department was housed in a brand new building which had
been designed in part by the department. In the view of the administration,
other sub-divisions of the University had much higher priorities for space.
This was the curse of the new building which was to house the growing department for 26 years .
The appointment of Buege! in 1954 was the signal for great diversification and
growth in the department. Buege! was a man of tremendous energy which he
unselfishly devoted to the department and its development. Under his leadership, public school guidance continued to develop in the University. He also
started the first doctoral program in clinical psychology, and later , with his
support the doctoral program in counseling psychology began along with a
cooperative program in Counseling and Guidance with the Department of
Education.
By the end of World War II, society was accepting mental illness as treatable
and preventable .
The Veteran's Administration had begun its support for
specialized training in clinical psychology. Within North Dakota , the treatment
of the mentally ill was still in the custodial stage. In the early 1950s , the
State Hospital at Jamestown had .a daily patient census of approximately 2,500 .
There were no psychologists on the staff and one M. D. --the superintendent!
The only Ph . D . psychologists in North Dakota were on the faculties of the
various colleges and universities .
The Ph.D . program in clinical psychology had its beginnings in the 1952-54
period when Buegel was acting head of the department. It started when he was
named head in 1954. He envisioned a Ph.D . program in clinical psychology
which would parallel that which was being done through the Veterans Administration with the metropolitan universities : didactic education within the university and practicum training at the treatment centers .
Unfortunately,
distances in North Dakota made it impractical to spread the practicum training
over the four years . To some extent, he took the pattern of the University of
North Dakota Medical School. Two years of basic psychology on campus and
then two years in the practicum setting, but with a difference--some didactic
course work included in the last two years. The critical element became a tie
with the State Hospital in Jamestown .
The State Hospital was to employ Ph.D. psychologists who would render service
to patients , but at the same time, would be instructional personnel for the
University. This program began to function in 1954 when Lynn Smith, who had
been at UND since 1952, moved to Jamestown to supervise the last two years of
the joint program with the State Hospital. Unfortunately, Professor Smith left
in 1956 and the State Hospital part of the program fell into uncertainty. The
on-campus part of the program also fell victim to faculty turnover. Smith's
replacement on campus left after only one year. The next replacement also left
after one year. In 1956, when Smith left the State Hospital, there was no
clinical psychologist on the faculty in Grand Forks, but, there were students in
the program!
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The Ph.D. program in clinical was finally reorganized and firmly established
only after the arrival of Robert Rosenthal in the fall of 1957 . Faculty turn over , however, was to remain a problem within the clinical program for more
than a decade . Rosenthal found that the division of the clinical program between the State Hospital at Jamestown and the campus in Grand Forks created
some insurmountable problems . One such problem was the staffing situation at
the State Hospital. The Department of Psychology at the University had no
control over personnel practices for psychologists at the State Hospital, nor
should they. However, that staffing had a serious effect on the instruction
and research activities affecting the graduate students. An additional problem
arose on the admission of graduate students to the program.
The State
Hospital needed the third and fourth year students to help provide patient
care . To fill these positions the staff at Jamestown began "admitting" students
with master's degrees from other universities . This placed the UND department
in the embarrassing position of either refusing to accept the "promises" for
admission made by the State Hospital staff, or admitting them to the Ph.D.
program and then experiencing a high failure rate on comprehensive examinations.
Rosenthal redesigned the program and laid the foundation that was to continue
without great change for a period of 20 years. The largest step was moving
the entire program to the UNO Campus . This required the development of
practicum facilities within the Grand Forks area . It was at this time that the
P sychological Services Center was reactivated . The clinical program received a
large boost in the arrival of a second Ph .D . clinical psychologist, (5) Kenneth
Heller, who , along with Rosenthal, gave the program a scholarly thrust (as well
as the service thrust) that remained an integral part of th e clinical psychology
program until the early 1970s.
In the early 1950s the state s upervisor of guidance services for the public
schools had his office in Grand Forks within the Department of Psychology.
This arrangement continued until 1954 when the department hired its first
Ph .D . coun seling and guidance faculty member . Clinton Meek remained three
years and was replaced in 1957 by Paul Francis Munger . Munger held the A. B .
and M.A. in anthropology from Ohio State University and the Ph.D. in educational psychology (Counseling and Guidance) from the University of Michigan.
Munger gave the guidance program the same dedicated energy that Rosenthal
brought to the clinical program .
1957 was the year of the Spu tnik. The cry heard throughout the United States
was a need to identify talented youth and modify the educational programs to
"catch-up" with the technological advances of the Soviet Union. Munger applied
for, received, and directed several successful guidance institutes which were
funded by the federal government.
Through these institutes, Munger
d eveloped a strong guidance program which rendered a needed service to the
state and area; a program that was capable of independent existence as a
separate department and on July 1, 1963 , the Department of Counseling and
Guidance was established.
Studies in the area of child development had been an integral part of the
Department of Psychology for many years and in 1950, responsibility for the
Nursery School was given to the department. Sadie (Mrs. Roy) Fitts directed
(5)A second clinical psychologist, Arthur H . Davison had been hired in 1958,
but he remained only on e semester.
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the school and it remained a part of the Department of Psychology for five
years until in 1954 administrative control was transferred to the Department of
Education. The course in developmental psychology continued to utilize the
Nursery School as a primary center for observation until the mid-1970s .
Another major effort initiated by Buegel during the 1950s was the State Wide
Testing Program. Buegel had done pilot work to determine the feasibility of
such a program within the department , and in 1958 the program was launched
with Ralph H. Kolstoe as director. This program remained within the department until 1963 when it was transferred to the office of the Superintendent of
Public Instruction in Bismarck .
Kolstoe had joined the faculty with Rosenthal and Munger in the fall of 1957.
His master's degree (UND 1950) was with Buegel and his Ph.D. in Experimental
Psychology from Washington State University in 1953 . Kolstoe established the
first animal laboratory (rodents) within the department and began the teaching
of statistics and experimental design at both the graduate and undergraduate
levels. He helped organize and became the advisor to the Psychology Club
which in 1961 became a chapter of Psi Chi, national honorary in psychology.
From the standpoint of lasting impact on the department , the years 1957 and
1959 were "vintage years." The expansion to five full-time positions in 1957
had allowed the hiring of Rosenthal , Munger and Kolstoe--all to have a marked
impact on the department and the University. But 1959 was an equally good
year . The department added Edward S. Halas in experimental (Ph.D. Texas
Tech) and Kenneth Heller in clinical (Ph.D . Penn State). A third person,
Roger A. Myers (Ph.D . Ohio State) was hired as the first director of the
Student Counseling Center and· Assistant Professor of Psychology. (6)
During the two-year period 1957-59, major changes were made in all programs
within the department. The teaching loads were a minimum of 12 credit hours
per semester and still the diversity of offerings was limited . An additional
factor which led to the massive curriculum changes was related to the comprehensive examination for the Ph.D . The failure rate during the 1957-59
period was excessively high . Several of the stud en ts involved had had only
limited course work on the UND campus. (They had been placed directly in the
hospital portion of the program in Jamestown.) It was also felt that students
needed a clearer idea of what was expected of them and course work should be
created to aid the student in meeting those expectations. It was impossible to
add the new coursework and at the same time reduce the teaching loads to
acceptable levels .
The massive curriculum changes were approved during the 1958-59 academic
year and remained largely unchanged in pattern until the late 1970s. The major
change was to drop the large block course, Advanced General Psychology,
which had ·been required of all first year graduate students (enrollment typically about four) and replace it with several courses open to seniors and
master's level graduate students . The course offerings for undergraduates had
been completely separate and distinct from the courses available to the graduate
students. This permitted a reduction in the teaching load of the faculty and at
(6)In his four years at the University, Myers established a sound operation
which continued after his departure . He was also a key person in the development of the Ph.D. program in Counseling Psychology within the Department of
Psychology .
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increased the variety of courses available to the undergraduates.
new specialized courses were offered once every two years. The
offerings was increased as the programs grew and additional
available .

The growth of the Department of Psychology can be considered from many
perspectives , one is sheer numbers of faculty members . From 1939 through
1952 there were two permanent positions within the Department. That was
expanded to three positions in 1953, four in 1954, five in 1957 . A position a
year was added until the fall of 1961 , at which time the department had grown
to eight people in psychology and five in what is now Counseling and Guidance,
for a total of thirteen faculty in ten years--a 550% increase! A different index
of growth of the department is in the diversity of programs offered. In 1952
three programs were available : a bachelor's degree with a major in psychology;
a master's degree (undifferentiated) and the Ph.D. (undifferentiated). While
many master's level students took minors in several different areas, all minors
on the Ph.D . were in Education and it would be more accurate to identify the
Ph . D. as an educational psychology program .
In 1961 the department had responsibility for eight degree programs : 1) the
undergraduate major in the College of Science, Literature and Arts, 2) the
MA/MS in psychology (undifferentiated), 3) the M. Ed in Counseling and Guidance (through the Department of Education), 4) the Ph . D . in general-experimental psychology, 5) the Ph .D. in clinical psychology, 6) the Ph . D. in
counseling psychology , 7) the Ph .D. in educational psychology (in cooperation
with the Department of Education) and, 8) the Ed.D. in Counseling and Guidance (through the Department of Education) . One ironic fact emerges in
studying the history of the department: Through 1955 the 18 doctorates produced by the Department of Psychology all had strong supporting work in
Education and should probably be identified as Educational Psychology . Since
the creation of the Ph .D. program in Educational Psychology, not one Ph .D .
has been granted in that specialty .
The four Ph.D . programs were all designed around a central core which included the traditional areas of academic psychology plus extensive course work
in statistics , measurement theory and experimental design . All students were
required to complete the master's degree in general psychology and through the
master's thesis demonstrate their development as scholars . The last two years
of each doctoral program were in the specialization of the program . No
restrictions were placed on the Ph.D. students as to the subject matter of the
dissertation . The dissertation of the first clinical Ph.D . (Morton H. Kleban,
1960) and the dissertation of the first counseling Ph .D. (Aloise J . Utecht,
1960) were both animal studies done in Kolstoe's laboratory under his direction.
The faculty had increased in diversity as well as numbers by 1961 . Buegel's
major teaching responsibilities were in the educational psychology area . There
were two experimental psychologists (Kolstoe and Halas), three clinical psychologists (Rosenthal, Heller and Jerome Sattler, Ph .D. Kansas), three
counseling psychologists (Richard W. Johnson, Ph .D. Minnesota ; R. Leo
Sprinkle, Ph.D. , Missouri ; and LeRoy Stone, Ph.D. UND) and four faculty in
the area of counseling and guidance (Munger, Betty J. Bos dell, Ph .D . , Illinois ;
William L . Cash, Ph .D. , Michigan ; and Eldon M. Gade, Ph.D. , Wyoming) .
Several of these faculty were being supported on federal funds, the major
source of which was the institutes in counseling and guidance which Munger
had secured.
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The American Psychological Association in its accrediting of professional programs requires that some students must have completed the program before
accreditation can be considered. With the conferring of the first Ph . D . s in
clinical and in counseling in 1960, the Department applied immediately for
accrediting these two Ph .D . programs .
The site visit went well and the Evaluation Committee of the Education and
Training Board recommended that the two programs be approved. There was
great jubilation within the Department , congratulations came from a variety of
sources including overtures from Veterans Administration hospitals which state
" . . . now that your program is approved . . . . " Then came the official word
from the Education and Training Board: Approval had been denied for both
programs.
The faculty of the Department appealed the decision to the Board of Directors
of the American Psychological Association. Rosenthal and Kolstoe (Kolstoe was
acting chairman during 1960-61 while Buege! was on sabbatical leave) met with
representatives of the Board of Directors of APA in New York in September
1961. A special hearing was granted by the Education and Training Board in
Washington, D . C . in October 1961. Kolstoe represented the department at the
hearing. The denial of approval was upheld by the E & T board.
The denial was based on two primary considerations:
1) the high faculty
turnover rate within the department prior to 1957 and 2) the relative "professional youth" of the faculty . With the exception of Buege!, no member of
the faculty had held the Ph.D .. for more than eight years . More than half of
the faculty had two years or less of post-doctoral experience. The Education
and Training Board was not convinced of the stability of the department at the
University of North Dakota, nor were they convinced that the University's
commitment to quality work in clinical and counseling psychology was equal to
the problems presented by high faculty turnover . The quality of the students,
faculty and programs were considered to be more than adequate . The department was caught in a problem : The only way to overcome the reservations of
the E & T board was to have time pass--but with stability over that time.
Buegel's retirement at the end of the 1961-62 academic year was expected. He
had served psychology , the students, the department and the University well in
the 23~ years he had served on the faculty. His research in the area of motor
skills (particularly those associated with piano playing) had been well received.
He had been one of the early "converts" to factor analysis and began instruction in that area long before courses in multi-variate analysis became standard
in larger departments of psychology . His tremendous vigour and enthusiasm
was instrumental in beginning most of the programs which are still important to
the department to this day.
Perhaps one of the greatest characteristics of
Hermann Fredrick Buege! was his willingness to give free rein and unstinting
support to a group of young, energetic, enthusiastic, ambitious and hardworking junior faculty whom he recruited in the late 1950s.
The totally unexpected blow in the 1961-62 academic year was the resignation of
Rosenthal to accept a position at Harvard.
Rosenthal left a strong and
enduring tradition in the clinical program which was to last another 10 years
after his departure. He insisted on the highest standards of clinical practice
as well as high standards of scholarship . He not only resurrected the psychological clinic, he began developing practicum placements within the community . In the minimum time required , he became a diplomate in clinical
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psychology . His research program which became labeled "experimenter bias"
received national attention and he was awarded the American Association for the
Advan cement of Science (AAAS) award for r esearch in the Sociology/Psychology
area in 1960 . Rosenthal served as an excellent role model for the students in
clinical psychology.
The department began recruiting immediately to locate a senior person to become
director of the clinical program. Two outstanding candidates were available and
interested in the · position . The salary expectations of the candidates were well
within the range of clinical directors in the United States at that time. With
high expectations the department went to President Starcher hoping for
authorization to offer the position to one of these individuals . The president
stated that the proposed salary was higher than that of any professor at the
University and he did not feel that he would authorize that much of a deviation
for a person new to the institution . It was also found at that time that Professor Buegel's salary after 23\ years at the University was less than $1 ,000
above the salaries of individuals who had been in the department only a few
years .
In this discouraging context, Heller was offered and accepted an
appointment at the University of Indiana .
Five of the thirteen faculty resigned effective at the end of the 1961-62
academic year . Three of these resignations were expected--Buegel retiring;
Stone was a mid-year UND Ph .D . graduate who had been hired for just the one
year and Bos dell's planned departure had been known for more than a year .
The shock was the loss of both Rosenthal and Heller in the same year and
totally inadequate funds to secure the kind of senior replacements which would
be necessary for approval of the clinical program by the American Psychological
Association! At least the Ph.D . program in counseling psychology was intact .
The 1962-63 academic year was one of reorganization and recouping of the
losses at the end of 1962. Kolstoe was named chairman of the department and
Jerome Sattler became director of the clinical program . One additional clinical
psychologist was hired during the summer of 1962 ( Charles Neu ringer, Ph.D .
Kansas ) and with part-time assistance from Ph .D . clinical psychologists in the
area , the clinical program was able to continue. The decision was made to
establis h a separate department for the guidance functions. Professor Halas
was on a two-year post-doctoral fellowship in the Brain Institute of the
Department of Anatomy of the Medical School at the University of California
(Los Angeles).
After the establishment of the Department of Counseling and Guidance , the
Department of Psychology had seven full-time faculty with responsibility for the
full complement of undergraduate instruction and at the graduate level retained
responsibility for the master's program (undifferentiated) and four Ph .D.
programs : Educational Psychology , General Experimental Psychology , Clinical
Psychology and Counseling Psychology.
The removal of responsibility for school guidance markedly reduced the communality between the College of Education and the Department of Psychology.
All undergraduate majors had, for many years , been enrolled in the College of
Science, Literature and Arts . The graduate students were enrolled in the
Graduate School. On July 1, 1965 , 52 years of administrative association with
the College of Education ended and the Department of Psychology became a
portion of the College of Science, Literature and Arts (later renamed the
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College of Arts and Sciences) . Through the good offices of Dean Cushman and
the chairpersons of the various departments of the College of Education, the
reorganization occurred with an absolute minimum of disruption or discord.
Faculty turnover and insufficient funds to hire experienced replacements continued to be the overriding problem with respect to the graduate programs.
The resignation of Myers in 1963 was followed by the resignation of Sprinkle in
1964 and Richard Johnson in 1965. In three years the staff of the Counseling
Psychology Ph.D. program had been wiped out. In four years the department
had lost the key faculty in both Clinical Psychology and Counseling Psychology!
Perhaps the Education and Training Board had been correct--there
turnover among young , competent faculty and there were insufficient
to hire senior replacements . On the other hand, it is interesting to
on what would have happened to faculty turnover if the programs
accredited in 1961.

was high
resources
speculate
had been

The election of John F . Kennedy to the presidency of the United States ushered
in an era of increased concern for disadvantaged individuals , especially the
mentally retarded. With Kennedy 's tragic death , the new president, Lyndon
Johnson, launched the Great Society programs which were designed to correct
the civil rights inequities as well as remove hunger and poverty from the land .
This period of the middle 1960s saw the development of a large array of programs at the national level , many of which had a direct impact on the development of psychology at the University of North Dakota.
The department immediately began applying for these new funds for the support
of graduate students. Over the years funds were received from the National
Science Foundation, the U.S. Public Health Service, the National Institute of
Mental Health, the National Defense Education Act, and the Veterans Administration--all to support graduate student education . However , this support for
graduate education was also being awarded to other universities so that the
competition for faculty to staff expanding programs was high.
The task was Herculean--to find adequate staff for all the
had been added in the late 1950s, to recruit additional
expansion in the face of heavy competition from other
universities and all this with the chronic shortage of
characteristic of higher education in North Dakota.

new programs which
quality faculty for
developing or new
funding which was

The first problem was one of assigning priorities to all of the demands upon the
department . With the addition of LeRoy A. Stone (Ph.D . UND 1962) in
Counseling Psychology and the selection of Beulah Hedahl (Ph .D . Minnesota) as
Director of the Counseling Center, it was decided that students currently
enrolled in the counseling program could be allowed to complete their programs
but the department decided to discontinue accepting new students in that
program and concentrate the limited resources in the area of clinical. Specifically, the department faculty voted to hold the counseling program in
abeyance until there were three full-time counseling psychologists on the
department budget.
Beginning in 1965, the Department was able to add senior faculty members as
replacements. First was William H . James (Ph.D. Ohio State) as Director of the
Clinical Program, then John 0. Noll (Ph.D . Pittsburgh) in 1967 as Director of
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the Psychological Services Center and in 1968 Barry P. Childers (Ph.D . Florida
State) in Clinical and Robert Beecroft (Ph .D . Iowa) in Experimental.
The administration authorized the remodeling of space for a greatly expanded
Psychological Services Center.
In 1969 the department again turned to the
American Psychological Association and requested approval of the Ph .D . program in clinical. After the site visit, the first stage, provisional approval was
granted in 1970 followed two years later by full approval. The program has
remained APA approved since that time.
The 1960s were a period of exceptional growth in all areas of the department's
responsibility . Approximately one additional faculty member was added each
year so that by 1973 there was a total of 15 full-time positions budgeted to the
department.
A second indication of growth can be seen in the number of
graduate teaching as sis tan tships. In 1957 this number was two. By the late
1960s this had increased to 19 !
The growth in departmental faculty permitted a large increase in the offerings
available to undergraduate students . During the 1958-59 academic year , a
major revision was made in both the graduate programs and also in the undergraduate major. The basic requirements of the undergraduate major : 30 total
hours in psychology and five specific courses (Introduction to Psychology ,
Statistics, Experimental Psychology, Developmental Psychology and Abnormal
Psychology) remained unchanged until 1982 . The elective courses grew as the
specialized qualifications of the faculty expanded . The first social psychologist
in the Department of Psychology,(7) Paul H. Wright (Ph .D. Kansas) was hired
in 1963. With the addition of Wright an accommodation became necessary with
the Department of Sociology.
The agreement reached was that Psychology
would be responsible for all advanced course work in Social Psychology but that
Sociology and Psychology would alternate semesters in teaching the beginning
level course. This amiable arrangement is still in effect 19 years later. The
first developmental psychologist, Lois Brockman-Kalb (Ph.D. Cornell) was added
to the faculty in 1966 and it became possible to offer more specialized work in
developmental to both graduate students and undergraduates.
Hilda Wing
(Ph .D . Johns Hopkins) was the first experimental psychologist specializing in
perception and cognition.
The area of industrial psychology was still not
served by anyone directly trained in that specialty. Kolstoe had spent four
years working in an applied setting and in 1968 a senior staff member
(Beecroft) who had several years experience in industrial work joined the
faculty. By 1969 all major areas of instruction in psychology were available and
centralized within the Department of Psychology.
An additional vivid indication of the tremendous growth during this period can
be seen in the number of majors in psychology--both undergraduate and
graduate students. This information is presented in Figure 2.

(7)James O. Wittaker had joined the faculty in 1956 prior to the completion of
his doctorate. He completed his Ph.D. in social psychology but left in 1959 and
did not teach in the area of social psychology.
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Exact information as to the number of majors is not available for all of the
years beginning in 1954 to the present , but it is known that the number of
undergraduate majors was approximately 30 during the 1950s, and the number
of graduate majors was approximately 20 . The high point in undergraduate
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majors occurred in the first semester of 1972-73 with 178. An increase of 409%
over 1960-61. The increase in graduate students is less dramatic (285%) but
this is because limited admissions for graduate students was instituted in the
1966-67 academic year.
The yearly rate of increase in the number of undergraduate majors was rather
constant during the period 1961-62 through 1972-73. The large increase in the
number of graduate students between 1964-65 and 1966-67 was due to two
factors:
1) an increase in the number of applicants admitted who actually ·
enrolled, 2) a markedly reduced attrition among first year graduate students .
Both of these factors were related to a third factor--increased sources of
student support and the attendant higher quality of students attracted because
of this support.
High attrition on the comprehensive examination was a source of great concern
to the faculty . The comprehensive examination was given after the student had
completed most of the course work for the Ph.D. and after successfully completing the two foreign language examinations. The faculty of the mid-1960s
could not accept poor examination performance from the graduate students but
at the same time the faculty was distressed that failure should occur so late in
the program. If there were deficiencies they should be identified long before
the fourth or fifth year of graduate work.
One solution was to raise selection standards. Standardized tests were used
but no cut-off points were established . All students who met the r equirement
of the Graduate School were admitted, but it was never known until the fall
term how many would actually enroll. The solution to better selection lay in
securing more and better sources of student financial support to increase the
applicant pool as well as encourage the high quality applicants to actually
enroll .
A second solution to the comprehensive examination problem was to change the
format of the examination. During the 1963-64 academic year the comprehensive
was divided into two parts . The first part consisted of the "core" area of
psychology including statistics and research methodology . This portion of the
examination was to be given after the graduate student had completed at least
30 credits (finished the master's degree) but before the completion of 60
credits.
Students transferring with the master's degree were permitted one
year of resident instru ction before taking this portion of the examination . The
second portion of the examination was confined to the student's area of specialization (clinical, counseling , or general-experimental) .
This specialized
portion was administered at the time formerly used for the old comprehensive
examination . To avoid confusion, the early portion was named the "preliminary"
examination (prelims) and the later portion retained the name comprehensive.
The Graduate School accepted this arrangement which remained in effect until
1973-74 .
As was mentioned earlier, the increase in high ability students enrolling in the
graduate program and the marked reduction in attrition resulted in a small
explosion in the number of graduate students.
The number of graduate
students enrolled in the fall of 1966 was 56, more than double in less than
three years. Seventeen new first year graduate students actually enrolled in
the fall of 1966 . Of these, 10 completed the Ph . D . and three elected to
terminate their graduate education at UND with the master's degree . Six
students with the master's degree enrolled for the first time in 1966. Of these
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six, four completed the Ph.D.
Seventeen of twenty-three admissions who
earned at least one degree from the department--almost 75%. The department
decided to limit enrollment of graduate students . The target was to maintain a
ratio of no more than four graduate students per faculty member. With 10
faculty that would mean a reduction to 40 students. It was decided to reduce
the total number to 50 students and aim for the 4 : 1 target for the future.
This would allow quality programs at both the undergraduate and graduate
levels. It was decided to admit 12 new students each fall (no spring semester
new enrollments permitted) and as many M.A. level student transfers as needed
to maintain a class size of 12 students in the third and fourth year levels . No
quotas were set as to clinical, counseling or general-experimental enrollees .
The combination of better selection and revised examination procedures worked
well. As can be seen in Figure 2, the number of graduate students remained
at approximately 50 (the number of faculty had increased to 15 by 1973).
Equally important the attrition dropped dramatically without any lowering of
standards. Of all the students who attempted the preliminary examinations 93%
were successful and allowed to progress to the Ph.D. (several had to retake
the prelims or portions of them but most were successful in the second
attempt). Only one student who had completed the preliminary examinations
failed the comprehensive examination and was subsequently dropped from the
program .
The 1969-70 academic year was a banner year for the department .
The
American Psychological Association granted preliminary approval for the Ph.D.
program in clinical psychology and the department was presented the McDermott
Award for departmental excellence in research . The Department of Psychology
was the third department on campus to receive this recognition. (8) During this
time period, every member of the faculty had at least one article published in a
national journal and the research and publication rate among the graduate
students was also high. During these years surrounding 1970, the department
was consistently in the top 10 departments as to the number of papers presented at the Midwestern Psychological Association.
1969-70 was also the year the Human Nutrition Research Center of the United
States Department of Agriculture was built adjacent to the campus. Quite
independently contact was made between the Center and two different faculty
members in Psychology--Brockman and Halas.
Brockman left the University
before any arrangement was made, but Halas established a cooperative research
program which is still continuing.
Two other faculty members--Peters and
Tucker--have had major programs with the Center.
Tucker's program has
grown and remains active. A sizable number of graduate students have worked
in conjunction with these three faculty members in the Human Nutrition
Research Center.
The student unrest of the late 1960s and early 1970s was evident on the campus
but had little direct impact upon the department. The undergraduate major had
18 hours of required departmental work and 12 hours of elective credits . This
degree of flexibility seemed to be adequate. There was little negative reaction
toward the required courses of Introduction to Psychology, Statistics, Experimental Psychology, Developmental Psychology and Abnormal Psychology. There
was no movement toward a "two track" major program that had become popular
(8)The first award was to the Department of Biochemistry and the second
annual award was to the Department of History .
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in many institutions (a research oriented track for pre-graduate students and a
more applied track for terminal baccalaureate students) .
At the time of the Cambodian incursion and the subsequent riots and deaths at
Kent State University and Jackson State College, the students of the University
of North Dakota did have a mass rally . There was a great deal of tension on
campus but no violence . The faculty of the department was concerned and
worked actively to defuse the situation. Whether or not this concern was
needed will never be known . The fact is that very little direct tension or
impact was felt within the department .
By the early 1970s most of the problems of the early 1960s had been solved .
The department was strong and stable . All graduate students were being
supported on fellowships, teaching assistantships, or research assistantships .
Much of the support was local but the federal funds did allow a good deal of
flexibility in areas not adequately covered by appropriated funds (research
support and travel).
Library acquisitions which had been well above the
national average from the days of Todd through Breitwieser's efforts during the
depression and through the 50s and 60s remained satisfactory. With the addition of specialists in the various sub-areas of psychology it became possible to
build additional library resources in those areas.
The one disappointing factor was space . The Psychological Services Center
which Rosenthal rejuvenated was located first in a remodeled classroom on the
second floor of the Education Building , then into the first floor of the old
library (Montgomery Hall) . There it was housed along with the Area Social
Services Center of the State Department of Welfare. (9)
The animal quarters were originally in a r oom on the second floor of the Education Building, then moved to a wooden building near the railroad tracks ( the
old Dakota Playmakers' set storage building) and then back to the Education
Building .
With the movement of the Physics Department into the new Witmer Hall (physics
and mathematics), the Department of Psychology was allocated the entire basement of Old Science Building for animal quarters and laboratory space for the
undergraduate laboratory courses . The quality of the space was bad . With
much pleading and persistence the department finally received an extremely
small amount of funding for a minimal remodeling of the main quarters of the
animal laboratory. No funds were available for remodeling of the research
space itself and only a modest painting and cleaning was available to renovate
the old general physics laboratory for use for the psychology courses.
Originally about one-third of the first floor of Old Science was to be remodeled
for a Psychological Services Center. Fortunately those plans were changed and
(9)It was the dream of Dean Harwood of the Medical School and Kolstoe that a
single facility for mental health and social services be located on the campus
where it could be a resource for the education of physicians, psychologists and
social workers. In 1982 by state law the Area Social Services Center and the
Mental Health Center were combined into a single facility--Human Development
Center . The Grand Forks Center is not located on campus, is not integrated
with the Psychological Services Center, and it is not a primary facility for
educating students.
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the center was built on the second floor of Montgomery Hall.
John Noll,
Director of the Center , did an outstanding job of planning and overseeing the
building of the facility. The forthcoming visit of the accrediting team of the
American Psychological Association is rumored to have had an influence on the
administration 's willingness to support the building of this much needed facility.
Office space for the faculty was dichotomous. The offices were either excellent
or terrible.
By 1970 the department had major space in three buildings:
Education, Old Science, and Montgomery Hall. Courses were being taught in 12
different buildings on the campus .
All instruction in psychology (with the
minor exception of social psychology) had been centralized in the one department , but the one department found its activities decentralized throughout the
campus .
The establishment of the College of Fine Arts, the building of the Hughes Fine
Arts Center and the subsequent move of the Department of Music from the
basement of the Education Building opened a great deal of additional space.
The Department of Psychology was allocated all of the space formerly occupied
by the instrumental portion of the Music Department including the band practice
rooms and the choir practice room. Preliminary plans were drawn immediately
for renovation of that space to meet the laboratory needs (both instructional
and research) of the department .
An additional space option appeared. Wesley College sold its buildings to the
University.
The floor plans for Corwin/Larimore Hall were secured and the
preliminary thinking began about a possible move to this complex. It was found
that the total space in Corwin/Larimore was not very different from the total
space currently occupied by the department within the Education Building (all
of the second floor and approximately two-thirds of the basement). Further
discouragement came when it was discovered that no funds would be made
available for remodeling either the Education Building or Corwin/Larimore Hall.
The future (with respect to space) did not look promising. But the reality of
the present was not bad . A good deal of space, most of it of good quality
(lights , heat , ventilation, etc.) was allocated to the department. The problem
was the design of the existing square footage. A campaign was resurrected for
a new building to house psychology . (In the mid-1960s, the Board of Higher
Education had approved a tentative priority list of new construction on the
campus which had given psychology the number four priority) .
THE CURRENT DECADE
(1973-1983)

It would be tempting to refer to the past ten years as the stable years but that
would be misleading. Stability was achieved in several areas : 1) the number
of faculty positions remained the same at 15 during the decade, 2) the number
of graduate teaching assistantships remained the same at 19, 3) the total number of graduate students remained approximately the same at 50, 4) the specific
course offerings remained similar at approximately 65 regularly scheduled
courses during the two semesters, and 5) the programs available did not change
appreciably. Seven of the faculty who were full-time in the department in 1973
are still in the department (or other portions of the University) at the end of
the first century of the University, (Antes, Alice Clark--now Vice President for
Academic Affairs, Halas , Kolstoe, Noll , Tyler and Wright . This has provided
continuity in the total program and marked stability in three sub-areas:
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experimental psychology (Antes , Halas and Kolstoe), clinical (Noll and Tyler)
and social (Wright)(lO).
This stability has been of vital importance to the development of the department
but can be misleading in attempting to understand the history of the past few
years .
During the 1974-75 academic year, Kolstoe was on sabbatical leave as a visiting
professor at the University of Bergen , Norway. Alice Clark (previously the
associate chairperson) , became the acting chair for the year . Upon his return ,
Kolstoe informed the department and administration that he did not wish to
continue his administrative responsibilities beyond the end of the 1975-76
academic year (one year before his current three-year term was to expire).
This ended 16 years of Kolstoe's administrative responsibility for the Department of Psychology (1960- 76) .
James Antes , (Ph .D. , Iowa State University) agreed to serve as chairperson for
the 1976-77 year while a search was instituted for a new chairperson . (11 ) The
one year search grew to five years. Inadequate resources were a major problem in securing a replacement. The department preferred a senior person as
chair but the University was unable to meet the salary requirements .
Antes continued in the position for three one-years periods but in 1979 informed the department and the dean that he would not accept further extensions of the appointment . None of the tenured faculty indicated any interest in
the appointment and Dean O'Kelly appointed Dr. Hedahl to serve as chairperson
for the next two academic years . Hedahl had been Director of the Counseling
Center and held rank in the Department of Psychology since 1964. She had
resigned as director effective July 1, 1979, and thus was available and willing
to chair the department for the two years. The Dean authorized a national
search for a new chairperson during the 1980-81 academic year and the uncertainty over the departmental administration was finally resolved when Robert
E. Till (Ph .D . 1974, University of Minnesota) accepted the position , effective in
the fall of 1981 . In the ten year period, the department had five different
chairperson s!
In the early 1970s, nationally, the cessation of growth of colleges and universities had occurred. The impact of the Great Society programs, especially
with regard to increasing the supply of college faculty members, was felt and
the result was a marked increase in new Ph .D.s but a decrease in the number
of positions for new faculty in colleges and universities. This change in the
job market in psychology led to a marked decrease in the number of students
who were qualified applicants for the experimental program . The department
continued to admit approximately 12 new students per year but they were almost
all in the clinical program . This produced a marked supervisory overload for
the clinical faculty .
(lO)Beulah Hedahl has held rank in the department since her arrival in 1964,
however she was full-time in the department only for two years, 1979-81.
(ll)Alice Clark had accepted the position of Dean of the Graduate School
effective July 1, 1975 .
She later became the Vice-President for Academic
Affairs, a position she still holds .
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In the middle 1960s, of the states of North Dakota, South Dakota, Montana and
Wyoming , and the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta, only North
Dakota had a Ph.D. program in clinical psychology. By 1973 , all of these
states or provinces had such programs . Where a high percentage of the
graduate students had been coming from the immediate geographic area (there
had always been some students from other areas), in 1973 more of the high
ability applicants were coming from the major population centers on the east and
west coasts of the United States. With the large selection pool, applications
were no longer accepted from students with master's degrees from other institutions.
As mentioned earlier, the direct impact of the student protest of the 1960s and
early 1970s on the ·department was minimal, but the delayed reaction was
marked . Approval of the clinical program by the American Psychological Association led to a tremendous increase in the number of applications in clinical.
While the overall quality of the students admitted did not change appreciably
from that of the mid and late 1960s, specific characteristics did.
The new generation of graduate students were from bachelor programs, selected
from a very large pool of high ability applicants for the clinical program and
products of the era of student protest of the late '60s--early '70s. This new
generation of graduate students challen 6 ed the appropriateness of their programs (relevance was a popular term), challenged the evaluation procedures
used, and in general were concerned dbout the issue of student power and
control over curricular affairs. One focus of student concern was the preliminary examination.
During the 1960s, many d('~:irtments in the United States had developed Ph.D.
specialty programs which had little or no overlap with other Ph.D. specialties
within the same department--there was no common core curriculum or common
evaluation program . Some of the faculty had no experience as students with a
system that had a common core curriculum and common core evaluation for all
graduate programs nor were they convinced that a common core was of any
specific value to a specialized program. Also some of the newer faculty were
themselves products of the student protest period.
The increased concerns about core curriculum and the preliminary examination
culminated in a departmental retreat on December 19, 1973, to attempt to resolve the issue. After much discussion (all day) and little agreement as to the
specific evaluation mechanism to be used to replace the preliminary examination
(or the implications of reverting to the old single comprehensive examination
format), a motion to abolish the preliminary examinations for all graduate
students carried by a large majority.
Closure on these issues was finally
achieved in the spring of 1982 when the University Graduate Committee agreed
to accept comprehensive examinations whose content was limited to the student's
subspecialty within psychology with no preliminary examination. Independence
of the specialized Ph.D . is now complete. There are no longer any courses,
whose subject matter is psychology, which are required for all graduate
students (several courses in statistics are required for all Ph.D. programs).
Control of the specific courses in each student's program, and the comprehensive examination (both content and evaluation) is vested with the student's
advisory committee.
The high turnover in the chair position coupled with the decentralization of
curriculum and evaluation in the graduate programs created a good deal of
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uncertainty within the department. Continuity and stability were maintained by
the presence of Ruth Nesheim Smith (Mrs. Glenn) as d epartmental secretary .
Her knowledge of the Department, of the University, and her concern for th e
welfare of the students were critical during this time of shifting and changing
responsibilities and authority.
In 1983 the department is still responsible for the baccalaureate program
( un differentiated ), the one masters program (undifferentiated) and four Ph . D.
programs : Educational, Experimental ( named changed in 1976 to reflect the
increased specialization), Clinical and Counseling . In practice the Department
h as only the one Ph .D . program--Clinical . Only two students are currently
en rolled for the Ph .D. in Experimental--hardly a sufficient number to justify
t he title program. In 1981 , the Department of Counseling and Guidance proposed assuming responsibility for the Counseling Psychology program and
applying for approval from the American Psychological Association . At the time
of the writing of this history, the specifics of the proposal were still being
developed by the Department of Counseling and Guidance.
The subspecialty of School Psychology has the unique problem of occupying a
overlap area between two professional groups--Education and Psychology. The
American Psychological Association ( APA) has taken the position that unsupervised practice in all subspecialties of professional psychology requires doctoral
level training and the APA has an approval program for School Psychology but
only at the doctoral level.
The National Association of School Psychologist
(NASP) through the National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education
accredits School Psychologist at a level below that of the doctorate. Federal
law relating to the education of disadvantaged iuuividuals has produced an
increased demand for school personnel in the area 01 school psychology. This
n ational level conflict move d to North Dakota in 1979 when the State Legislature
p assed an amendment to the licensure law for psychologists authorizing certification of school psychologists without the doctorate . The North Dakota State
Psychological As sociation actively opposed the change--primarily on the issue of
supervision . With the passage of the amendment some pressure was placed on
the department to introduce a school psychology program which would meet the
certification requirements of the state and NASP but an educational level less
th an the doctorate ( not meet APA requirements) . With mixed feelings, the
department has developed a program at this level which is cu rrently under
study within the central administration of the University for possible submission
to th e State Board of Higher Education and as a new program to the State
Legislature .
At the present time (1982-83 academic year) the Department of Psychology is
au thorized 15 full-time faculty with subspecialties as follows :
Educational

Mark Grabe

Clinical

John Noll, John Tyler, James Clark, Don Tucker,
William Beckwith and one unfilled position
Ralph Kolstoe, Edward Halas, James Antes , Douglas
Peters , Robert Till
Paul Wright

Experimental
Social

Developmental Lilia Tabor, Thomas Petros
The distribution of faculty by subspecialties since 1947 is shown in
figure 3.
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From time to time in the early history of the University , instruction in psychology had been dispersed throughout other units of the University , however,
individuals with advanced degrees in Psychology usually held rank in the department regardless of their budgeted location or their specific responsibilities
within the University (see Appendix A). That changed in the mid 1970s. The
establishment of a four-year medical school brought with it the hiring of Ph.D.
psychologists whose appointments and rank were in such departments as
Pharmacology and Neurosciences. In the past few years two Ph.D. psychologists have joined the faculty and hold rank in the college of Business and
Public Administration . The Center for Teaching and Learning ( CTL) has begun
offering instruction in adolescent psychology and in March 1982 CTL was
authorized the master's degree in Child Study and Education.
The current dispersion of psychology from liberal arts colleges into professional
colleges is a pattern occurring in many large state universities. It is too early
to judge if this decentralization at the University of North Dakota is a temporary phenomenon or reflects a relatively permanent change in the manner in
which teaching, research, and service in psychology will develop and be
administered in the future.
While the total number of graduate students enrolled has remained stable at
approximately 50, the composition of the graduate student body has changed in
the past decade to reflect changes occurring in psychology in the nation . The
reduction of federal support for both research and training has resulted in a
reduction in student support funds available, but more importantly , fewer
students nationally are applying for graduate work in clinical psychology . The
department has reduced the number of clinical students to be admitted each
year to seven or eight and has once again permitted students with master's
degrees from other institutions to enter the Ph.D. program in clinical psychology .
For a variety of reasons, the students are taking longer to complete their
degrees. This has kept the total number of graduate students at 50 but the
distribution has changed in the past 10 years .
Table 1 .

Distribution of ON/OFF campus location of graduate students compared in 1972 and 1982
Year
Location

1972

1982

On Campus

43

32

Internship

5

7

Program completed
except dissertation

3

10

51

49

Total

During the past decade there has been a decline in the publication of master
theses and doctoral dissertations and also a decline in the number of papers
presented at the Midwestern Psychological Association. That trend may have
reversed.
The 1982 meeting of the Midwestern Psychological Association in
Minneapolis, had nine papers presented by faculty and students of the de27

partment. This level of activity has not been present since the late 1960s and
early 1970s .
Space which has been a problem for 25 years remains a problem . In the late
1970s psychology had major space in three different buildings and the Center
for Teaching and Learning (successor to the College of Education) was
scattered also in three different buildings . The central administration of the
University led by Vice-President Conny Nelson was most anxious to effect a
space reorganization which would centralize all CTL functions within the Edu cation Building . The administration wished the Department of Psychology to
move into the Corwin/Larimore Building--a move which had been studied and
rejected several years earlier . This time ther e was a difference--funds would
be available for reno·vation of the space to meet the requirements of the department . Probably no issu e since the preliminary examination problem caused more
departmental dissension than the proposed move . Plans were drawn and an
outside team of consultants from the University of Minnesota (John Darley and
Milton Trapold) were hired to advise on the plans. Despite the advise of
consultants and serious misgivings on the part of many of the departmental
members the department did vote to accept the administration's offer concerning
the move .
In August 1980, the Department of Psychology moved into its fourth "home"
since Todd was firs t assigned an office in Woodworth Hall in 1912. The "new"
home , Corwin/Larimore Hall , was built in 1910 as a part of Wesley College,
Larimore as a dormitory and Corwin as a chapel , apartment and classroom
building .
Corwin/Larimore, like the Education Building in 1954, seems to be both a
delight and a curse . In the remodeled building, all faculty and administrative
offices were of a quality equal to or superior to the best offices in the Education Building .
For the first time ever the Department of Psychology had
research space which had been designed by the Department. A further delight
was the purchase of a computer housed in the building which could be used for
control and sequencing of ongoing experimental conditions as well as analysis of
the data after studies were completed .
The curse is that the University seems to have once again "solved" the space
problems of psychology before they are solved . The r emodeling did not permit
centralization of the functions of the Department of Psychology. The animal
quarters remain in the basement of Old Science (built in 1901) and they remain
unsatisfactory .
The teaching fun ctions of the department remain scattered
across the campus. One of the three classrooms built into the remodeled building would be a good facility if it were completed . The other two classrooms are
simply too poor to be in regular use. The facilities for individualized instruction (PSI--Personalized System of Instruction) are working well . The Psychological Services Center remains in Montgomery hall (built in 1911) , however that
facility continues · to be excellent.
One major problem in the remodeling was that the total dollar amount to be
expended was set before the planning was done . Thus the remodeling had . to
be limited to that for which funds were available. Now after three years , ma1or
items have not been completed and there does not seem to be any priority for
the completion of thes e projects.
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THE DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY
(1912-1983)
The functions of universities are generally grouped into the "trinity" of higher
education : teaching, research and service. One way to try to understand the
history of the department is to look at each of these functions over the past
three quarters of a century.
Teaching . The State of North Dakota as a rural, young, isolated area has
shown great concern for the education of its you th. It is not surprising that
the Department of Psychology had considered its teaching functions central
since the very beginnings. The presentation of awards for teaching has been a
relatively recent development in universities , both nationally and at UND . No
records exist within the department concerning the teaching qualities of either
Todd or Humpstone, although Humps tone has been described by those who knew
him as an "erudite" person and extremely knowledgeable concerning all aspects
of psychology of the late 1920s and early 1930s . Telford was considered, by
the graduate students , to be an excellent teacher . Kolstoe received three
different awards for outstanding teaching. The faculty through the years has
been well aware that teaching remains the first function of the Department of
Psychology .
Research. There is no evidence that research in psychology was in any great
demand within North Dakota but the evidence is overwhelming that research has
been an integral part of psychologists' functions at the University since Todd
was first hired in 1912. That tradition remained intact throughout the years
and today most of the department faculty have active on-going research programs and are publishing in the appropriate national and international journals.
As noted previously the department received the McDermott award for excellence
in research in 1970. If the enumeration of published titles is used as a yardstick to measure research productivity, then Stone is clearly the leader. As a
graduate student Stone published 12 articles. When he left the faculty of the
department in 1975, he had published more than 150 articles .
The research which has received the greatest national and international attention was that of Rosenthal, which came to be called "experimenter bias". As
mentioned earlier, Rosenthal received the AAAS award for research in the area
of Sociology/Psychology in 1960. The research of Helle r and Myers published
in 1963 under the title "Interviewer behavior as a function of standardized
client roles" received two national awards: Honorable Mention for Outstanding
Research from the American Personnel and Guidance Association and also the
Certificate of Commendation from the Scientific Affairs Committee of the Division
of Counseling Psychology of the American Psychological Association. Halas has
achieved international recognition in three different sub-areas of physiological
psychology, first his work on transmission of learned behavior in planaria,
second his work on neurological involvement in classical and instrumental conditioning and for the past several years his research with the Human Nutrition
Research Center on the role of zinc deficiency in behavioral development.
Halas has presented papers at the XVIII International Congress of Psychology,
Moscow, USSR 1966 ; the XVIX Congress, London, England 1969; and the XXI
Congress , Paris France 1976.
Paul Wright's research in social psychology
dealing with interpersonal attraction and specifically friendship formation . has
attracted steady attention over the past 15 years. The scale of the measurement of friendship which Wright developed is receiving wide and diversified
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attention. A series of articles by Noll and his students concerning patients
rights has received favorable attention in professional circles. Research of
more recent origins by Ceci and Peters related to the peer review process used
by many journals has received a good deal of attention and may add to the
movement toward "blind" reviewing of submitted articles . Tucker and his
students working in cooperation with the Human Nutrition Research Center have
been doing extensive work in the area of lateralization of hemisphe ric brain
function which has resulted in several papers at international meetings . A
recent review of the resear ch literature "Lateral Brain Function, Emotion and
Conceptualization" published in the Psychological Bulletin by Tucker has been
very favorably received. The new departmental chair , Till, brought with him a
well developed program of research in memory and cognition especially as
relating to the elderly . That program has been successfully transplanted to
North Dakota .
The lasting contribution of any research activity must be judged in terms of
peer evaluation over a period of time . This makes is e xtremely difficult to
judge the impact of r esearch of the very recent past . The majority of the
faculty in the departmen t during the pas t years maintained active research
programs.
In many instances it is too early to judge the impact of these
developing programs .
A number of books have been written by former faculty members and by
graduate students after they have left the University.
The departmental
graduates who are believed to have written one or more books are (in order of
their graduation from the University ): Bublitz , Cleveland, McDougal , Sawrey,
0. P. Kolstoe, R. H . Kolstoe , Essman, Bartz , Hammer, Mulry, Leipold,
Harshbarger, Thompson, B:.!rns a.n d Weiss .
Former faculty members who are believed to h ave written at least one book
(after leaving UND) ar e :
Telford , Whittaker, Rosenthal , Heller, Sattler,
Quereshi , Neuringer , Brockman-Kalb .
One faculty member, Beecr oft, had
written a book before joining the faculty but only on e person, R. H . Kolstoe ,
has written and published a book while on the departmental faculty.
Service . Service to the University and to the surr ounding society has been an
nnportant part of the department since Todd introduced the forerunn er of the
Psychological Services Cen ter and the Bureau of Educational Research. While it
is hard to judge such matters , the se rvice commitment was probably highest in
the days when Buegel was head of the department. All faculty members were
expected to be actively engaged in a variety of service functions including
speeches before various civic groups , PT As, commen cement addresses at high
schools and any other activities which would advance the service role of psychology at the University .
Buegel organized what became the North Dakota State Psychological Association
and served as its first president. Of the 30 presidents of the association 21
( 70%) were either faculty members (12) or graduates (11) of the department.
(Buegel and R. H . Kolstoe were both faculty members and departmental
graduates).
The committee of t he association which produced the licensure
legislation for North Dakota had a UND graduate, Awad Ismir , as its chairperson . Margaret Schultz , a UNO graduate, and R. H . Kolstoe, faculty member
and UND graduate, also served on that committee. Kolstoe served a three-year
term on the Council of Representatives of the American Psychological Association.
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Over the years many different faculty members have served as referees for
articles submitted for publication to national journals. Most of the present
faculty have served in such capacity and several have served on national peer
review panels for the funding of research grants.
Most of the human service agencies in North Dakota and northwestern Minnesota
have had one or more members of the department as consultants . Alice Clark
maintained a wide range of service activities with educationally oriented
agencies, including Head Start in its early years . Kolstoe served as a consultant to 15-20 agencies at the local, state and national level. Tyler has
maintained a relationship as a consultant to Native American groups in the area
for several years .
Perhaps the best service the department can render to the state and area is
through its former students . It is not possible to trace the undergraduates
who have been such an important part of the department over the years but it
is possible to look at the professional psychologists now working in North
Dakota who have been educated at least in part by the department . In 1952
when Buege! first started to think of a doctoral program in clinical psychology ,
there were no Ph .D. psychologists in direct service in North Dakota . By 1960
when UND produced its first Ph . D. in clinical psychology, there were only two
clinicians in practice--both at the State Hospital in Jamestown . In 1982, of the
licensed psychologists in North Dakota, 47 are engaged in direct service to the
public and of these, 18 (36%) are graduates of the department. Clearly the
department has served the state well in producing qualified professional
psychologists for the people of the state.
Throughout its history the Department of Psychology has fulfilled its responsibilities in all three areas : teaching, research and service.
The introduction to this history emphasized three factors which have been
1) the Zeitgeist, 2) geoimportant in the development of the department:
graphic location and 3) specific people . Perhaps it would be well to end this
history with these same three ideas.
Zeitgeist . Clearly the people in the department have been well attuned to what
was happening within psychology and equally clearly, wars, depressions,
governmental programs and other events in the larger world have influenced
psychology at UND. One example should suffice. The original doctoral program in clinical envisioned by Buege! and implemented by Rosenthal was clearly
of the scholar/practitioner type which has been called the Boulder Model and
was the dominant training model of the 1950s and 60s . But nationally great
pressure was building toward the practitioner model. The changes in departmental programs during the 1970s reflect those same pressures and movements
on the local level . In the 1950s the practice of clinical psychology was mostly
in inpatient facilities . Today, nationally the emphasis is on community based
mental health centers and the clinical program at UND reflects the national
pattern .
Location . North Dakota is in the center of the continent, is in the Northern
Great Plains, and is geographically remove from population centers.
The
location determines the economic dependence upon agriculture and also the
sparseness of the population within the large land mass . Throughout most of
its history, North Dakota has not had the economic resources to fund its insti31

tutions of higher learning in a manner that is competitive with most other
states.
There is no evidence that the rural setting, geographic remoteness
from population centers, the harsh winter climate or the economical conditions
had any negative impact on the students' and faculty's awareness of events in
psychology throughout the world. The remoteness is in distance but not in
information transmittal so necessary for the intellectual life of a department.
But the location and all that the term implies has had a marked effect on one
critical factor in the departmental development--faculty turnover. The pattern
occurs over and over again . New faculty are recruited at wages which are
competitive with the national market place. But these faculty received wage
increments each year that were too small. The only way for the individual to
become competitive with the national wage pattern in higher education was to
leave the department. · Only two people in the entire history of the department
retired from UND--Humpstone in the depression , and Buege! in 1962 . In
Buegel's case, he retired five years earlier than required and took a position
with the Veterans Administration at a much higher salary.
Remoteness, harsh climate and under-financing have produced a highly transient faculty in the past.
Seventy-two different individuals have held a
full-time appointment on the departmental staff. Over half (39--54%) were on
the faculty for three or fewer years. Two thirds (49- -68%) served four years
or less . Sixteen individuals (22%) left after one year or less. It is not possible for any organization to reach its full potential with s uch a high rate of
turnover . There were (are) a few individuals who did stay beyond the few
short years of the majority , Kolstoe 25; Buege! 23\, Halas 23, Wright 19,
Telford 18 , Noll 15 , and Humps tone and Tyler 12.
People . The history of th.:: Department is the story of people. This writer is
unashamedly a cheerleader for the students who h ave been such a strong part
of the department. They have been bright , industrious and most importantly,
open to receiving and testing ideas. It is t he quality of the students which
has been most important in maintaining the intellectual quality and integrity of
the department . But the life span of a student body is only four years.
Students come and leave. Con tinuity must be provided by the faculty . The
department has been blessed with some outstanding faculty over the years who
came and stayed long enough to make an impression that carried over beyond
their few short years in North Dakota .
The state cannot change its location but with the development of the energy
resources in the western portions of the state t here is hope that the economic
conditions will stabilize and improve so that the department can r each its full
potential during the next century.
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Author's Postscript
During the 1980-81 academic year, the Centennial Committee of the University
(of which I am a member) , voted unanimously to ask each department of the
University to prepare a history for the Centennial Year 1983. Dr. Hedahl
asked me to undertake the task for the Department of Psychology . I was
placed in conflict: the desire for such a history to be written, but not convinced that I should undertake the task.
I declined.
There were many
reasons for my unwillingness , but the primary reasons involved the distinction
between history and memoirs . My father, one brother , and I were students in
the department . (Another brother had accepted an assistantship in the department in the spring of 1957--with my appointment to the faculty he elected to do
his graduate work in psychology at the University of Minnesota instead). Of
the 126 doctorates granted by the department, I have known 123 (98%); I have
known 88% of the master's degree recipients and 86% of the full-time departmental faculty . I believed in 1980 that it would be better to have someone less
directly involved write this history.
In November of 1981 , Dr . Till asked me to consider undertaking the project.
Again I was most reluctant and suggested that one of the newer members of the
faculty would be a better choice. It soon became obvious that if a history were
to be written for the Centennial, I would have to do the job. I have tried to
view developments within the department as dispassionately as possible . In the
case of Hermann Buege! , I served as his teaching assistant in 1949-50 ; I took
several courses from him ; he directed my master's thesis; he persuaded me to
return to North Dakota on the faculty ; he became my student in the course in
Experimental Design ; we served together as colleagues for five years and I
succeeded him as the departmental chair. I am sure that my deep affection for
Hermann shows through all attempts at objectivity.
Judgments concerning the past few years and the possible long term impact of
recent events were impossible to make--more time must pass for such judg~
men ts .
Now that the job has been completed, I find that I have the same concerns as
when I first declined the project. I have tried to make this a history , not
personal memoirs--others will have to judge my relative success or failure. I
am glad the project was done, not just to fulfill the responsibility the department has to the University in the celebration of the Centennial but more
importantly to preserve, however inadequately , the remembrance of those who
went before.
Human memory transcends a single lifetime only through a
historical record .
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Appendix A
Faculty Department of Psychology
(Full-Time)
Professors :

Years

Todd, John Wilhoff, BA & MA (Indiana), Ph .D. ( Columbia)

1912-20

Humps tone, Henry Judson, BA & MA (Rochester), Ph . D .
(Pennsylvania)

1920-32

Telford , Charles Witt, BS & MS (Idaho), Ph .D. (Peabody)

1929-47

Buegel, Hermann Fredrick , BS Ed , MS Ed & Ph . D . (University
of North Dakota)

1939-62

Scott, Clifford Elsworth , BA & MA (Ohio State), Ph . D . (Purdue)

1947-50

Dittmer, Daniel Guequierre , BA (Wisconsin) , MA (California),
Ph.D . ( Wisconsin)

1950-52

Kolstoe, Ralph Hertsgaard, BS Ed (Valley City State), MS (UNO),
Ph .D. ( Washington State University)

1957-

Munger , Paul Francis, AB & MA (Ohio State), Ph .D. ( Michigan)

1957-63

Halas, Edward Steven , BS (Northwe stern) , MA (Texas), Ph . D .
(Texas Tech)

1959-

Stone , LeRoy Allen , AB & MA (San Jose State), Ph .D . (UND)

1961-62
1965-75

Wright , Paul Hensley, AB, MA & Ph.D . (Kansas)

1963-

Hedahl , Beulah Minerva , BA (Concordia), MA (Washington State U),
Ph.D . (U of Minnesota)

1979-81
1964-

Clark, Alice Thompson, BS (Utah) , MEd & Ph . D . (Brigham
Young)

1965-75
1965-

James, William Homer, BA & MA (Kent State ) , Ph . D . ( Ohio State)

1965-70

Noll , John Owen, AB (Calif.) , MS (Illinois), Ph.D. (Pittsburgh)

1967-

Beecroft , Robert Stephens, BA (Washburn University), Ph . D.
(University of Iowa)

1968-77

Tyler, John Duke , BA (Vanderbilt) , Ph . D . (Texas)

1970-
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Major Appointments in other units of the University
Breitwieser, Joseph Valentine, BS (CNC), AB & MA (Indiana),
Ph . D . (Columbia) , Dean of the
College of Education, Dean of the
Graduate School, Director of the
Summer Session

1932-43
1927-50

Kjerstad, Conrad Lund , BA (South Dakota), MA & Ph . D . (Chicago)
Professor of Philosophy

1936-43
1936-54

Gray, Archie L ., BA (Upper Iowa), MA & Ph.D. (Minnesota)
Professor of Education

1950-70

Keefer, Daryle E . , BA & MA (Ball State) , Ph .D . (Northwestern)
Dean of the Junior Division,
Dean of the Graduate School

1949-57

Szrynski, Victor, MD (Joseph Pilsudski University), Ph.D. (Ottawa),
Professor and Chairman, Department
of Psychiatry Medical School

1960-64
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Associate Professors :
Smith , Wallace Lynn , BA (Illinois Washborn) , MA & Ph.D. (Denver)

1952-54
1952-56

Ammons, Robert Bruce , BA (San Diego State) , MA & Ph .D. (Iowa)

1956-57

Rosenthal , Robert , AB & Ph . D . (UCLA)

1957-62

Cash, William Levi , Jr ., AB (Fisk) , BD & MST (Oberlin), Ph .D .
(Michigan )

1960-63
1960-65

Childers , Barry Philip, BA (Kentucky) , Ph . D. (Florida State)

1968-74

Cannan, John Bryon , BA (Concord), MA & Ph . D. (West Virginia)

1968-74

Antes, James Robert , BA (Drake), MA & Ph . D. (Iowa State)

1973-

Peters , Douglas P ., BA (Santa Clara) , MA & Ph . D . (Southern
Illinois)

1974-

Sundland , Donald Marvin , BS (USC), MS (CCNY), Ph .D . (Ohio
State)

1975-79

Clark , James Arthur , BA (Michigan) , MA , MS & Ph . D. (Michigan
State)

1975-

Tucker , Don Max Jr . , BS ( Colorado), MS & Ph.D . (Penn State)

1975-

Grabe , Mark David , BS, MS & Ph.D. (Iowa State)

1977-

Till, Robert Edmund , BA (U of San Francisco), Ph .D . (Minnesota)

1981-

Major appointment in other units of the University
Lipp , Dorothy J . , BS & MS (Pennsylvania State) , Ph .D .
(Northwest e rn) , Dean of Women

1954-61

Lewis , Charles Leonard , BS Ed (Ohio), MA & Ph .D. (Minnesota),
Dean of Men

1955-62

Reeves, Mary Elizabeth , BS (Mass. State College) , MEd & Ed . D.
(Boston Univ.) , Dean of Women

1961-64
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Assistant Professors:
Anderson, Lewis Orvin , BA, MA & Ph.D . (Wisconsin)

1925-29

Brown , Guy E . , AB (San Jose), MA (Stanford)

1952-56

Brown , Daniel, BA , MA & Ph . D. (Denver)

1954-55
(1st sem.)

Meek, Clinton R ., BS & MS (West Texas State) , Ph.D. (Peabody)

1954-57

Reed, Homer B.C ., Jr., AB & MS (Fort Hays State) , Ph.D. (Purdue)

1955-56

Rhode, Kermit J., BS (Iowa State) , MS (Nebraska), Ph . D.
(Northwestern)

1955-56

Whittaker , James Oliver , BA (Texas Christian), MA (Penn .), Ph . D .
(Oklahoma)

1956-59

Davison, Arthur H ., BS (CCNY), MA (Iowa State), Ph .D . (Purdue )

1958-59
(1st sem.)

Bosdell, Betty Jane, AB (Alabama College), MEd. & Ph .D. (Illinois)

1959-62

Heller , Kenneth, BA (CCNY) , MA .(Iowa) , Ph . D. (Penn State)

1959-62

Craddick, Ray Albert, BSc & MA (Alberta), Ph . D. (Washington
University)

1960-61

Gade, Eldon Merle , BA & MA (State College of Iowa), Ph.D .
(Wyoming)

1961-63
1961-

Johnson, Richard Wilbur , AB (Princeton) , MA & Ph . D. (Minnesota)

1961-65

Sattler, Jerome Murray, BA (CCNY) , MA & Ph.D . (Kansas)

1961-65

Sprinkle, Ronald Leo , BA & MPS (Colorado), Ph.D. (Missouri)

1961-63
1961-64

Quereshi, Mohammed Younis, BA (Punjab), BT (Peshawar),
MA , MA & Ph . D . (Illinois)

1962-64

Neuringer, Charles, AB (Brooklyn), MA & Ph.D. (Kansas)

1962-64

White , C. Raymond , Ph . B. & Ph .D . (North Dakota)

1962-63
1962-64

Nusbaum-Bradfield, Katherine , BA & MA (Wisconsin), Ph.D.
(Colorado)

1964-66

Brockman (Kalb), Lois Margaret, BA (Sasketchewan), MA (Windsor),
Ph.D. ( Cornell)

1966-67
1968-70
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Schlicht , William John , AB (Bard) , MS (CCNY) , Ph . D. (NYU)

1966-68

Leonard , Thomas B. , III , BA (Birmingham Southern) , Ph .D.
(Vanderbilt)

1966-68

Koeppel , John Carrington , BS & MA (Memphis State), Ph . D.
(Oklahoma State)

1966-68

Wing, Hilda , AB (Middlebury), MA & Ph.D . (Johns Hopkins)

1969-73

Walker, James Lee, BA (Creighton) , MA & Ph.D. (North Dakota)

1970-71

Gatton , Michael J ., BA (St. Joseph) , MS & Ph .D. (Purdue)

1970-74

Huntsman , Nancy Joy , BA (Occidental), Ph . D . (Michigan)

1971-75

Rohrbaugh , Michael Joseph, BA (Dickenson College) , MA & Ph .D.
(Kent State)

1973-75

Murray , J. Dennis, BA (Syracuse) , MA & Ph .D . (Rochester)

1974-78

Thies , Armin Paul, BA, MA & Ph.D . ( Mis s ouri)

1974-75

Johnson, Lynn Scott, AB (Stanford ), M~ & Ph .D . (Brigham Young)

1975-79

Metzger , Richard Lawrence , BS (Muskingham), MS & Ph . D. , (North
Dakota)

1976-77

Tabor (Hynds) , Lila Emily , BA ( California State , Fullerson), MA ,
Ph.D . , (University of CaliforniaSanta Barbara)

1976-

Gaioni, Steven John, AB (Brown) , Ph . D . (Princeton)

1977-78

Ceci, Steven J. , BA (Delaware) , MS (Penn.) , Ph .D. (Exeter)

1978-80

Beckwith , William Edwin , BA (Bowling Green State U) , MA &
Ph . D . (Ohio State)

1979-

Schoeneman , Thomas Joseph , BA , MA , Ph . D . ( SUNY-Buffalo)

1979-82

Petros, Thomas Victor, BA , MA , Ph.D. (Kent State)

1980-

Major appointmeI_J.t in other units of the University
Myers, Roger Alan, BA (Bradley), MA & Ph .D . (Ohio State),
Director, Counseling Center

1959-63

Jackson , Ronald E. , BA (Beloit) , MS (Kansas State) , Ed.D .
(Columbia) , Dean of Men

1962-65
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McCrystal, Thomas John , AB & MA (Kentucky), Ph.D. (Purdue)
Principal Investigator
Research Grant, Department
of Counseling & Guidance
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1966-67

Instructors :
Winter , John E ., AB (Hope) , MA (Michigan), (Todd on leave)

1915-16

Karowski, Theodore Francis, MA (Columbia) , MA (Harvard), Ph .D .
(Chicago)

1923-25

Resnick , Joe, BS & MS (Indiana)

1947-48

Fode, Kermit LeRoy , BA & MA ( North Dakota)

1965-66

Jones, Susan P ., BS (Ursinus ), MS (Minnesota)

1967-68
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Appendix B
Master's Graduate Department of Psychology
1923-1982
Graduate

Year

Austin, Alice M.
Bonnette, Thelma E .
Murphy, Lawrence W.

1923

Cleveland, Henry E .

1925

Huppeler, v ·a1eria K .

1926

Harper, Albert F .

1929

Anderson, Beatrice O.

1931

Spangler, Harry

1933

Hellekson, Henry Melvin

1934

Kelly , Harold T .

1940

Tweet , Maynard
Sweetland Anders

1941

Unger , James
McIntosh, Earl

1942

Storlie, Arthur 0.

1944

Chapman, Robert L .
Johnson , Gerald

1947

Billing, Patricia S .
Kolstoe, Oliver Paul

1948

Gustafson , Charles E .
Olsen, LeRoy
Cook, William

1949

Andrews, Harlan
Eugene, Chester J.
Johnson , Thomas G.
Kols toe, Ralph H.
Olson, Norman

1950
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Wallin , Lloyd A.
Johnsgard , Keith W.

1951

Kletti, LeRoy

1952

Anderson , Wayne Perry
DeKrey, Donald H.

1953

Bacon, Colleen Shaner
Bourestom , Norman Charles, Jr.
Krause, Leonard Francis
LaFave, Lawrence Edward, Jr .
Sandvold , Kenneth Douglas

1954

Buegel, Betty LaVetta
Essman, Walter Bernard
Owens, Robert G .
Gustafson, Alma Louise
Sillers , Dan J.

1955

Casey , Edward William
Harkness , John H.
McDonald , James Lawrence
Rosenberg , Leon Aaron

1956

Bartz, Albert Edward
Allen , Donavon Jay

1957

Lothian, Robert George

1958

Soule, Robert Fredrick
Gehring, Delton E .

1959

Knutson , Clifford Silas
Bummer, Barry Miles
Ismir, Awad A.
Fode, Kermit LeRoy

1960

Pflugrath, Jack
Mulry, Ray C.
Kline, Linda Vikan
Winkler , Ronald Clinton

1962

Logue, Patrick Earl
Wandke, Lowell William
Scott, Darrell Dean
Persinger, Gordon
Randall, Harold Eugene

1963

Orwick , Perry O'Dell
Beardsley, James Vernon
Nordmark , Torberg Peder, Jr .

1964
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Pett, Richard Arnold
The ye , Frederick William
Belanger, Robert

1965

Brandon, Ronald
Lipp, Leland
Pringle, Roger
Zimmerman , Allan

1966

Edburg, John
Pflugrath, Joan .
Potempa , Kenneth
Larson , Larry
Paulson, Michael
Skurdal, Marlo
Feldman, Barbara
Barko, Gary

1967

Curtis, Norvin R.
Harper, Richard A .
Listiak, Richard L.
Ruddy, Thomas R.
Schultz, Margaret M.
Bakken, Catherine
Coles, Gary
Hippe, Douglas
Moser, Richard
Dodge, Gordon
Halgunseth, Gary
Harder, Richard
Middleton , Brian
Spjut, Dennis
Langhorne, John
Thompson, Robert
Walker, James

1968

Kristjanson , Ronald
Linscheid, Thomas
Schubert, Lilly
Grim, Deanne
Neuborg, Jean
Beard, Leila
Skeel, Charlene

1969

Harder, Diane
Kling, John ·
Guinsburg, Philip
VanBrero, Maria
Matthew, Jon
Sandlie, Mary Ellen
Ivers, Marty
Baukol, Jack
Havens , Betty

1970
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Johnson, Barry
Hansen , Valerie
Crawford , Andrea
Vandal Yvonne
Hirsh , Sally
Lysne, David
Shepel, Lawrence
Heltne, Brenda
Metzger Richard
Weiss, Jerome
Wittman, William
Resnick , Robert
Hanson, David
Johnson, Dennis

1971

Call, John
Conrad, Lynn
DeForest, Franklin
Hampes, William
Konzelman, Gregory
Lynch , Cindy S .
Higgins, Susan
Steelman, Glen
Anderson, David
Hackney, Gary
Brown, Rose Marie

1972

Bateen, Robert
Gruba, Glen
Bartels , Bryan
Fico, James
Loveland, Robert
Fenner, Sandra Harrell
Tweeton, Gayle
Henry , James
Michaelson, Bonnita
Matthew, Ronald
Mehrer, Mary
Dreyer , Steven
Lokken, Paige

1973

Rowe , Michael
Pederson, Morna
Redman, Kenneth
Venzke, Raymond
Youngman, James
Hanlon, Mark
Peterson , Peter C .
Torness, Patricia
Varvil, Candace
Westphal , Carl

1974

44

Baraga , David
Schaffer , Jack B .
Stevens, Roberta
Baraga, Elizabeth
Foster , Thomas
Heinrich, Myra
Metzger , Anne
Kaimann, Carmen
Tyson, Cassandra
Roth, Randy
Templeton , Richard
Tyler, Shirley

1975

Harms, Robert
Stevens, Craig
Jagim , Ryan
Knowlton, Douglas
Pokowitz, Nicki
Shearer , Steven
Benner , Barbara J.
Foster, Robin
Podrygula, Stephan
Weise , Kirby

1976

Arneson, Barbara A.
Boriskin, Jerry A.
Entingh , Jeanine
Russell, Joann C.
Thrower, James H.

1977

Nash, Michael R .
Newman , Joel Patrick

1978

Eggers, Lynn White
Weaver , Steven H .
Cohen, Keith N.
Kehrwald, Edward P.
Penland, James G.
Sullivan , Janet L .

1979

Bergmann, Elizabeth
Tarr, David R .
Callahan, Amalie
Hayne, Carole H .
Sikorsky, Catherine F .

1980

Dawson , Steven Lee
Nash , David Lawson
Olson , Robert Daniel
Penland , Michelle E.
Doeling, Dee Rene

1981
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Couk , Deborah I.
LaBarbera, Damon G.
Levinson, Philip E.
Swenson , Rodney A .
Rubanowitz, Daniel
Haug , Rodney
Haugen , Mark
Mann , Steven
Blackbird , Tegan J .

1982
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Appendix C
Doctoral Graduates Department of Psychology
1931-1982

Graduate
Kolstoe , Soren Olaf*
Bublitz , William F .*
Cleveland, Henry E. *
MacDougal, William A.*
Buege!, Hermann F . *
Swenson, Walter J. *
Estensen , Ernst V. *
Sweetland , Anders*
Sawrey, James M. , Jr .**
Lessard , Maurice J .
Reitan , Henry M.
Spangler, Harry S .
Goodrich, LeRoy A .
Olson , M. Adeline
Renke, Wilfred W.
Cook, William E .
Olson, Norman King
Olsen , LeRoy C. **
Essman , Walter B.
Kleban , Morton H.
Anderson , Ralph L .
Utecht, Aloise J.
Hammer, Max
DeKrey, Donald H.
Stone, LeRoy A.
James , Robert L .
White, C. Raymond
Ismir, Awad A.
Leipold , William D.
Knutson , Clifford S .
Ebinger , Ronald D.
Bummer , Barry M.
Sineps, John
Waldrip, E . Lynn
Fode , Kermit L .
Zimmerman, Allen D .

Chair
of Committee

Year

1931
1934
1934
1934
1938
1939
1943
1947
1948
1949
1950
1950
1951
1951
1951
1952
1952
1955
1957
1960
1960
1960
1961
1962
1962
1962
1962
1963
1963
1964
1964
1965
1967
1967
1968
1968

Overn
Telford
Breitwiesser
Breitwiesser
Telford
Telford
Breitwiesser
Telford
Buege!
Buege!
Buege!
Buege!
Keefer
Buege!
Buege!
Buege!
Buege!
Buege!
Ammons
Kolstoe
Rosenthal
Kolstoe
Rosenthal
Heller
Kolstoe
Halas
Rosenthal
Rosen thal/Kols toe
Kolstoe
Kolstoe
Neuringer
Sattler
James
James
Kolstoe
Kolstoe

*As identified by Telford
**Received Ed. D. s. All others received Ph .D. s.
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Specialty

General-Exp.
Clinical
Clinical
Counseling
Clinical
Clinical
Counseling
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
General-Exp.
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Counseling

Nordmark , Torberg P .
Beardsley, James
Orwick , Perry
Randall , Harold
Skeen, David
Wolfe, Jerry
Harshbarger, David D .
Lipp, Leland H.
Raffetto , Allen M.
Carlson, Hilmer J.
Theye, Frederich W_.
Mathis, R. William
Hall, James
Paulson , Michael
Barko, Gary
Langhorne, John E. , Jr .
Linscheid , Thomas
Walker, James L .
Coles , Gary
Spjut, Dennis
Listiak, Richard
Harder, Richard E .
Kling , John O.
Middleton , Brian
Thompson, Robert
Hippe , Douglas
Kristjanson , Ronald
Moser, Richard
Walker, Lilly Schubert
Johnson, Barry
Guinsburg, Philip F.
Gunn, S . Richard
Burns, W. Joseph
Hanson, David L .
Weiss, Jerome J .
O'Neill, Robert H .
Curtis, Norvin R.
Ba teen, Robert J.
Anderson, David R .
Call, John A.
Hackney, Gary R.
Johnson , Dennis L.
Matthew, Jon S.
Matthew , Ronald L.
Konzelman, Gregor E .
Carman, Mary B .
Sullivan, Charles D.
Bartels , Bryan D .
Dreyer, Steven F.
Fico, James M.
Gruba, Glen H.
Harder , Diane H .
Loveland, Robert J .
Rosenthal , Stanley W.

1968
1968
1968
1968
1968
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1970
1970
1970
1970
1970
1970
1970
1970
1971
1971
1971
1971
1971
1972
1972
1972
1972
1972
1973
1973
1974
1974
1974
1974
1974
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976

Kolstoe
Halas
Kolstoe
Hedahl
Kolstoe
Wright
Wright
Stone
Beecroft
James
Stone
James
James
James
Kolstoe
Beecroft
Beecroft
Halas
Stone
Beecroft
Stone
Kolstoe
Carman
Kolstoe
Kolstoe
Noll
Stone
Noll
Wright
Noll
Wright
Wing
Tyler
Stone
Noll
Tyler
Wright
Wright
Clark, A .
Wright
Wright
Tyler
Antes
Clark , A .
Antes
Tyler
Wright
Rohrbaugh
Rohrbaugh
Rohrbaugh
Rohrbaugh
Kolstoc
Noll
Rohrbaugh

Clinical
General- Exp .
Clinical
Counseling
General-Exp.
General-Exp .
General-Exp .
Clinical
General- Exp .
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
General-Exp.
General- Exp.
General- Exp.
General-Exp .
General- Exp .
Clinical
Clinical
General-Exp.
General-Exp.
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
General-Exp .
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
General-Exp.
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
General-Exp .
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
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.

Metzger, Richard L .
Baraga, David John
Baraga, Elizabeth S .
Carlson, Kenneth M.
Fenner, Sandra Harrell
Schaffer, Jack B .
Schwab-Stephens, Roberta
Hampes , William P.
Hanlon , Mark J .
Peterson, Peter C .
Torness, Patricia A .
Westphal, Carl R .
Rowe, Michael C .
Varvil, Candace J.
Metzger, Anne B .
Tyson , Cassandra L .
DeForest , Franklin D .
Templeton , Richard L .
Benner, Barbara J .
Foster, Robin
Foster, Thomas R .
Jagim , Ryan D.
Knowlton, Douglas D.
Shearer, Steven L .
Stevens , Craig D.
Heinrich , Myra Dene
Thrower , James H .
Boriskin , Jerry A .
Friedrich, William N.
Roth, Randy Scott
Tyler , Shirley K .
Yu trzenka, Barbara A.
Schuler , Mark D .
Newman , Joel Patrick
Szymankowski , Ronald
Harms , Robert
Cohen , Keith Neil

1976
1977
1977
1977
1977
1977
1977
1977
1977
1977
1977
1977
1978
1978
1978
1978
1978
1979
1979
1979
1979
1979
1979
1979
1979
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1981
1981
1982
1982
1982
1982

Antes
Clark, J .
Clark , A.
Tyler
Beecroft
Tyler
Clark , J.
Clark, J.
Noll
Noll
Clark , A.
Clark , A.
Halas
Beecroft
Hedahl
Clark , J .
Johnson, L.
Sundland
Tucker
Tucker
Johnson , L .
Tucker
Clark , J .
Tucker
Clark , A.
Halas
Tyler
Tyler
Tyler
Clark , A .
Tucker
Tucker
Tucker
Tucker
Clark , J .
Clark , J .
Clark, J .
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Experimental
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Experimental
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Experimental
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Experimental
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical

